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Today and . . .

Up to now
� Stressful life – great deal of  change; a lot of  challenge, not 

enough support
� VUCA world – Volatile, Uncertain, Chaotic, Ambiguous

Intention
� Practical tools to take care of  employees and yourself
� Go beyond self-care – getting enough sleep, nutrition, exercise, 

meditation
� Be more proactive, build sense of  agency



Agenda 

Tools to boost engagement

� Coaching – basics

� Feedforward – an alternative 
to feedback

� In the Box - a common trap 
that interferes with good 
relationships



Definition

Coaching is 
unlocking 
people’s potential 
to maximize 
performance.



Coaching Structure

�Discovery – where want to be, where now?

�Planning – create path from here to ideal outcome

�Execution – get into action to close gap



What do 
you want?

GOAL

G

REALITY

Where are
you now?

R

OPTIONS

What could
you do?

O

WILL

What will
you do?

W

GROW Model

6
Performance Consultants International



Ask, Don’t Tell

Powerful Questions

�Short, open-ended, generative of  possibilities

�What, How, When . . . NOT Why

�Avoid Yes/No – dead end

�Curious, non-judgmental

�Avoid offering solutions



Core Skills: Listening

� Recommended split for 
talking  
� 30% coach/70% client

� WAIT - Why Am I Talking?

� Why is listening hard?
� We can think much faster 

than they can talk

� Planning what to say next

� Distractions



�Three levels of  Listening
� One – in my head

� Two – what they’re saying; in my head

� Three – vibe of  space we’re in; what they’re saying; in my head

�Reframe
� Metaphors

� Accountability

� Straight Talk

Core Skills (cont.)



Feedforward

For a manager, an 
approach to influence 
behavior more effectively
o Tell them what 

behavior want to see
o Invite recipient to live 

into a more positive 
future

Marshall Goldsmith



Feedback v Feedforward

�Few like feedback - giving or getting

�People avoid it

�Tends to be negative, about past we cannot change

�Even if  not that negative, receivers focus on 
negative 

Marshall Goldsmith



Feedforward - Advantages

Reinforce possibility of  change 

� It’s future-based

� It’s positive -- better to help people learn to be “right” than 
prove they were “wrong”

� People don’t take it personally

�Positive suggestions – objective advice

�Personal critiques – personal attacks

Marshall Goldsmith



Feedforward - Practical

� Faster, more efficient

� People accept ideas that they “buy” 

� People reject ideas “forced” on them

� Doesn’t require personal experience with individual

�Can come from anyone who knows about task

�Only need good ideas for accomplishment

Marshall Goldsmith



Wednesday 2:17 AM . . . Hear
. . . Baby Crying

Arbinger Institute



In the Box

Arbinger InstituteArbinger Institute



In the Box

� Acting contrary to what I 
feel I should do for another

� Going against our values, 
put ourselves in “Box”

� In the Box, lose sight of  
others

� To justify our behavior, we 
blame or find fault with 
others

Arbinger Institute



In the Box

Arbinger Institute
Arbinger Institute



In the Box => Collusion

Arbinger Institute



Wrap Up

Increase engagement

� Coach -- facilitate 
professional development 
(theirs and ours)

� Feedforward – invite them 
to live into a positive future

� Don’t get In the Box – be 
true to your personal values



Lawrence Hedblom
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